
MISSION
build support 

for funding 
regional transit 

by mobilizing 
community 
leadership.



WHY 
TRANSIT?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
COMMUNITY LIVABILITY.Environment. Transportation is the largest source of carbon emissions in the United States. Communities with strong public transportation can reduce the nation’s carbon emissions by 37 million metric tons yearly. Center for Climate and Energy Solutions.Mobility/Accessibility. Carol Westlake of Tennessee Disability Coalition shares with our TCLA Class that nearly a third of our regional neighbors live with a disability and without public transit they would be nearly completely isolated or homebound. Public transit allows for access to healthcare but it also allows for social interaction and gainful employment.Affordability has become a central issue to our region. Owning a personal vehicle can be prohibitively expensive while taking public transit costs a fraction of owning a car or taking a Lyft/Uber. This allows for more housing choice.Health. Statistics consistently bear out that taking public transit, including the walk/bike aspect, support healthier populations, increasing positive health outcomes for individuals and communities.Green Space. Middle Tennessee’s charm is our rural, green spaces and verdant hills. To preserve this, it is critical we focus growth along dense corridors that support frequent/efficient/effective public transit options. We don’t want to pave over all our gorgeous land. Better public transportation can support the preservation of green space.Make Driving A Joy Again. Anecdotally, remember when driving was fun? Traffic has flipped that on it’s head. How many enjoy driving to town these days? How many just go out for a drive? Yeah. I often lament that if I could just take transit for the non-fun stuff, I could enjoy driving my car again.Quality of Life. All this leads to overall quality of life, or life satisfaction.Recently, the City of Franklin took a National Citizen Survey. Turns out Franklin is 3rd in the nation for similarly sized cities for quality of life. Respondents ranked mobility among safety and economy as three of the most important aspects of quality of life, or community livability—the sum of all factors that add up to quality of life. Mobility rated more important than education, natural/built environments, and recreation. Mobility, or getting around, underscores all of those other things education, groceries, work, recreation, accessing healthcare, socializing, etc. 



Health
Environment
Equity
Economy
Affordability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On a Nashville Chamber Leadership Study Mission to Denver, participants had the opportunity to ride Denver transit (photo).Realizing that the growth of Nashville region demanded giving transit some serious thought, some decided to bring Denver’s Transit Alliance and Regional Mayor Caucus models back to Middle Tennessee.TAMT was officially formed in late-2009. Programming began in 2010.But why transit?



OBJECTIVES
• Protect existing 
funding for regional 
public transit 
agencies

• Support policies and 
improved services

• Attain long term 
dedicated funding



TACTICS

• Educate voters, 
communities, 
neighborhoods

• Work with council
• Network with peer 
organizations

• Connect Mid TN



PROGRAMS

Transit Citizen Leadership 
Academy (TCLA)

Neighborhood Transit 
Institute (NTI)

Lunchtime Speaker Series

STEM Curriculum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TCLA equips participants to lead conversations on transit in their own networks. Academies are 6-consecutive Wednesdays, or 30-hours.We cover things like: Funding, Current Reality, Transit/Transportation Options, Technology, Non-traditional Allies, etc.Speakers include Federal Highway, TDOT, regional mayor, WeGo CEO, Engineers, TN Dept of Health, etc.The TCLA is our superpower. We confront and address relevant issues and current topics. Speakers answer questions. Classes are small (~25). Free. We provide sandwiches and a cookie! Participants are consistently surprised at what they learn—even long-time real estate developers. It’s just astounding what we provide the community. To-date, we have 402 regional alumni, of which Mark Hinesley here is one.



LOOKING 
FORWARD

• $2 billion Nashville Transportation Plan 
• $886 million is Better Bus

• Nolensville Pike stop improvements
• Hillsboro Transit Center
• North Nashville Transit Center
• M’boro Pike queue jumps
• Sign Updates (1,600)



THANK YOU!



WHAT TRANSIT: MULTI MODAL



MT. JULIET
Vintage station north
WeGo Star Park and Ride

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MT. Juliet Updates from WEGo  Park and ride plans are under review by Mt. Juliet.  Once review is complete we will bid the project. We’re amending the design to incorporate the multi-use path along Mt. Juliet Rd as well as traversing the site per the request of Mt. Juliet.  Given the timing, we hope to finalize design and bidding for the project later this year.  We’re also targeting construction in the spring of 2020. We are doing a study of the MCS line to look for future infrastructure and service upgrades including costs and phasing for needed improvements.  While we may be *many* years away from all day service, we are looking on how we might eventually get there including some realistic short term, incremental improvements.  We plan to have the study  ready for public review this fall.  People should keep their eyes open for it!  This will also include a survey to asses if people might be interested in bus service along 40 for midday, evening, or weekend use. We are always looking for businesses to join our EasyRide program! Would love for you to promote whenever you can.  
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